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Lecture 4 highlights 
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•  Assembly of DNA reads 

• Trial 1: The Shortest Superstring Problem 

 

 

• Overlap graph (weighted, directed) 

- 
- 

- 

- 
- 

- 

TACGA - - - - - - - - 
- - - GACA - - - - - - 
- - - - ACACT - - - - 
- - - - - - - CTAAAG 
 TACGACACTAAAG 

path of length -7 

F = {TACGA,  ACACT,  CTAAAG,  GACA } 

Solution to SSP: 

1. Given a set F of reads, build its overlap graph G 

2. Find the shortest path that goes through  

      every node exactly once.   



Lecture 4 highlights (cont.) 
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•  A gentle introduction to complexity 

• O(…) notation, polynomial /exponential time algorithms 

 

 

 

• P vs. NP, and NPC 
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Lecture 4 highlights (cont. cont.) 
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• Three problems we discussed: 

 

• Graph isomorphism 

• "same" graph ? 

• given a mapping between nodes, easy to verify 

• NP (not known to be NPC) 

 

• Hamiltonian paths problem 

• visit every node exactly once 

• NPC 

 

• Traveling salesperson problem (TSP) 

• Is the weight of the shortest Hamiltonian path < k ? 

• NPC 

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=hpLmkRLl0a2iSM&tbnid=8UbMsRbkZYVPlM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0079610712000399&ei=Rp5zUbn0E4KJOJ7BgNAO&psig=AFQjCNEIL6zcb_nboEogLXGpDspYxzJfNA&ust=1366617900767040
http://xkcd.com/399


Lecture 5 plan 
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•  Trial 2: Sequencing By Hybridization (SBH) 

•  Finding Eulerian paths 

• the "onion skin" algorithm implementation 

 

 

 

• Shortest paths problem 

- Dijkstra's algorithm 



Sequencing By Hybridization - SBH 
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• DNA chip (microarray):  

flat surface with synthetic oligonucleotides in known positions. 

• Allow measuring the expression levels of large numbers of genes simultaneously,  

 by applying a fluorescently labeled DNA to the array. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• How can it help in sequencing? 

1. Use DNA chip with all possible l-mers for some l (e.g. l=6,    46 = 4096 l-mers) 

2. Determine which of these l-mers occur in a as a substring of target DNA 

3. Build the overlap graph (all overlaps of length l-1) 

4. Look for a Hamiltonian path. 



SBH – example 1 
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• steps 1 + 2 

 (l = 4) 



SBH – example 2 
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• Build  the overlap graph for s = GTATCT and l=2  

 then find a Hamiltonian path (there's more than 1). 



SBH – example 3 
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F = { ATG,     TGG,      TGC,       GTG,      GGC,      GCA,      GCG,     CGT } 

HH
Overlap 

graph 

for F 

HH

              ATGCGTGGCA 

HH

ATGGCGTGCA 

Hamilton 

Path 2: 

Hamilton 

Path 1: 



SBH – better solution (finally!) 
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AT 

GT CG 

CA GC TG 

GG 

Edge 

overlap 

 graph 

2 Euler paths: 

  ATGGCGTGCA 

  ATGCGTGGCA 



SBH – solution with Euler paths in Python 
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Now let's examine this with Python. 

 

Recall the overlap graph is: 

- directed 

- not weighted 

- nodes are labeled with (l-1)-mers 

 

Therefore, it is reasonable to represent it as a neighbors dictionary. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We will also be able to use the code we previously saw for finding Euler paths. 

G = { "AT" : ["TG"], 

          "TG" : ["GG", "GC"], 

          "GC" : ["CA", "CG"], 

          "CA" : [ ], 

          "GG" : ["GC"], 

          "CG" : ["GT"], 

          "GT" : ["TG"] 

          } 

AT 

GT CG 

CA GC TG 

GG 



Finding Euler path in polynomial time 
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• The onion skin algorithm: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6dI0zpj5aFc 

 

• The following code implements this algorithm. 

 This implementation works when there is an Eulerian path, but not a cycle. 

 Try to figure out why it fails for cycles, and think how to fix this (a very small addition). 

 

• The code uses a list in the role of a stack (LIFO – Last In First Out) 

def eulerPath(graph): 

    

    start = find_start(graph) #find a node the path can start from 

    stack = [start] 

    path = [] 

     

    # main algorithm 

    while stack != [] : 

        v = stack[-1] #last element 

        if graph[v] != []: # v has outgoing edges 

            u = graph[v][0] # choose v->u 

            stack.append(u) 

            del graph[v][0] # deleting edge v->u 

        else: 

            path = [stack.pop()] + path 

    

    return path 

def out_deg(graph, node): 

    return len(graph[node]) 

     

def in_deg(graph, node): 

    cnt = 0 

    for v in graph.keys(): 

        cnt += node in graph[v] 

    return cnt 

 

 

def find_start(graph): 

    for v in graph.keys(): 

        if out_deg(graph, v) - in_deg(graph, v) == 1: 

            return v 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6dI0zpj5aFc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6dI0zpj5aFc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6dI0zpj5aFc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6dI0zpj5aFc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6dI0zpj5aFc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6dI0zpj5aFc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6dI0zpj5aFc


Exercises - SBH 
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def create_overlap_graph(seq, l): 
    n = len(seq) 
    G = {} #empty dictionary 
 
    for i in range(n-l+1): #get all (l-1)-mers of seq 
        lminus1_mer = seq[i:i+l-1] 
        if lminus1_mer not in G: 
            G[lminus1_mer] = [] 
        G[lminus1_mer] +=     
    if seq[-l+1:] not in G: #last (l-1)-mer 
        G[seq[-l+1:]] =   
                
    return G 

def path2string(p): 
    s = p[0] 
    for i in range( ): 
        s += p[  ][    ] 
    return s 

b. Complete the function path2string(p), 
which transforms an Euler path p in an 

edge overlap graph into the 

corresponding superstring.  

      Assume p is a list of strings. 

b. Run the Python code for finding Eulerian 

paths on the edge overlap graph from 

section a.  

      Which of s and s' does the code find? 

 

d.   Complete the function 

create_overlap_graph(seq, l), for 

building an edge overlap graph of a 

sequence seq and reads of length l.  

Use it to build the edge overlap graph 

from section a. 



Assembly – concluding remarks 
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Things are usually even harder… 

• sequencing errors 

• accuracy of hybridization 

• repeating fragments 

• we may prefer large l-mers but size of DNA chip increases exponentially, Since 

there are 4l  possible l-mers. 

• … 

• other issues you can think of? 



Reflection 
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Modeling - we used graph theory to model a problem from the domain 

of strings 

 

Computational complexity -  

• Some problems are believed to not have an efficient solution. 

• Even closely related problems may differ significantly in their 

tractability  

• A small change in the model may bring upon a significant 

improvement in complexity (e.g., edge overlap graphs) 

 

Data structures - 

• A data structure is a way of organizing data (in the computer's 

memory), in order to support required functionalities. 

• Stack – a data structure that supports an order of insertion/removal 

called LIFO – Last In First Out. 

• we implemented a stack using python's lists, 

inserting/removing elements always at the end (with 

list.append() and list.pop()) 



Reflection (cont.) 
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7*8 = ? 

Easy Hard 

Computational complexity and learning 

One of the definitions of learning is the transition from one state of knowledge to a 

higher one. 

Trivial 



Reflection (cont.) 
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Another way to look at it: transition of problems to lower states of difficulty 

 

A coarse division into 4 difficulty levels of problems: 

• Trivial – we know the solution, we only need to retrieve it from memory 

• Easy – we don't have the solution, but there is an efficient way to compute it 

• (Possibly) Hard – there is an efficient way to verify a given legal solution 

• Provably hard – there exist only non-efficient ways to compute a solution 

 

 

 

 

 

Theoretical computer scientists are deeply interested in Hard problems. 

x = ? 

Trivial Easy Hard 

x2 + 2x - 7 = 0  x7 + 2x4 - 7x + 4 = 0  x = 1+2  
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And now for something completely different: 

Shortest paths problem 



Biological motivation 
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• Biological motivation: 

• What is the shortest route for a neuronal signal to reach its destination? 

Formation of Regulatory Patterns During Signal Propagation in a 

Mammalian Cellular Network 

 

Ma'ayan, Avi, et al. 

Science 309.5737 (2005): 1078-1083.  

…We developed a model of 545 components (nodes) and 1259 interactions representing signaling 
pathways and cellular machines in the hippocampal CA1 neuron. Using graph theory methods, we 
analyzed ligand-induced signal flow through the system. 
 
…Looking for the shortest paths from an input node (a ligand such as NE) to an output node (an 
effector such as CREB) allowed us to identify functional modules defined here as a set of 
interactions that may carry out a specific function and act semi-independently from other 
functional modules. 



Shortest paths problem 
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• In graph terms: Given a weighted graph G, and 2 nodes a and b, 

  find the shortest path from a to b. 

  shortest = minimal weight 

 

a 

b 



Shortest paths problem 
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• In graph terms: Given a weighted graph G, and 2 nodes a and b, 

  find the shortest path from a to b. 

  shortest = minimal weight 

 

• Questions to consider: 

1. Is the graph directed? 

2. Is it weighted? 

3. if there is more than 1 shortest path – do we want them all? 

4. do we just care about the length, or the path itself? 

 

• We will now see a solution for the following version: 

1. don't care, will work for both 

2. yes, but only positive weights will be allowed 

3. just 1, arbitrary 

4. both length and path 



Dijkstra's algorithm - animation 
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Dijkstra's algorithm - description 
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• Input: Graph G, and a source node source 

 

• Output:  

- for every node, the weight of the shortest path from source 

                   and the previous node in that shortest path 

 Formal representation of output: 

- a list dist 

 dist[i]  = the weight of the shortest path from source to node i 

- a list prev 

 prev[i]  = the previous node in the shortest path from source to node i 

 

• The algorithm will use a "queue" Q of nodes still being handled: 

• nodes already "discovered" by the algorithm 

• but the algorithm did not finish setting their final values to dist  and prev 

• initialization:   Q will include only source 

     termination:     Q = [ ] 



Dijkstra's algorithm - at high level 
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if dist[v] > dist[u] + G[u][v]: 

         dist[v] = dist[u] + G[u][v] 
         prev[v] = ? 
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Source: University of Washington 

CSE 373: Data Structures & Algorithms, Spring 2010 

 

Full example step by step: 

http://www.cs.washington.edu/education/courses/cse373/10sp/le

ctures/DijkstraSteps.pdf 

dist prev in Q? 

http://www.cs.washington.edu/education/courses/cse373/10sp/lectures/DijkstraSteps.pdf
http://www.cs.washington.edu/education/courses/cse373/10sp/lectures/DijkstraSteps.pdf
http://www.cs.washington.edu/education/courses/cse373/10sp/lectures/DijkstraSteps.pdf
http://www.cs.washington.edu/education/courses/cse373/10sp/lectures/DijkstraSteps.pdf
http://www.cs.washington.edu/education/courses/cse373/10sp/lectures/DijkstraSteps.pdf
http://www.cs.washington.edu/education/courses/cse373/10sp/lectures/DijkstraSteps.pdf


Dijkstra's algorithm – interactive demo 
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Try this one (for undirected graphs):  
http://optlab-server.sce.carleton.ca/POAnimations2007/DijkstrasAlgo.html 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There are tons in the internet… 

May differ in small details. 

http://optlab-server.sce.carleton.ca/POAnimations2007/DijkstrasAlgo.html
http://optlab-server.sce.carleton.ca/POAnimations2007/DijkstrasAlgo.html
http://optlab-server.sce.carleton.ca/POAnimations2007/DijkstrasAlgo.html
http://optlab-server.sce.carleton.ca/POAnimations2007/DijkstrasAlgo.html
http://optlab-server.sce.carleton.ca/POAnimations2007/DijkstrasAlgo.html
http://optlab-server.sce.carleton.ca/POAnimations2007/DijkstrasAlgo.html


Implementation 
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Which graph representation should we pick? 

0 

2 

1 

3 

Adjacency Matrix  Neighbors list 

G=[  [1,2,3],  

        [0,2],   

        [1,0],   

        [0]       ] 

G=[ [0,1,1,1], 

        [1,0,1,0], 

        [1,1,0,0], 

        [1,0,0,0]  ] 

G={  a:[b,c,d],  

         b:[a,c],   

         c:[b,a],   

         d:[a]       } 

Neighbors list 

as a dictionary 

When nodes are not labeled, 

we number them arbitrarily 0,1,…,n-1 

a 

c 

b 

d 

if nodes have "names" (labeled) 



Implementation (2) 
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• We'll now take a look at a prepared implementation of Dijkstra's algorithm. 

 

• The code is missing the prev details.  

 We will add them. 

 

• The recreation of the path itself, using prev, will be left for an exercise. 

 

• You do not  need to understand every detail of the code. 

 But you will be asked to work with it / modify it. 

 

• In fact, the idea is to get used to working with existing code 

 (downloaded from the internet, written by a colleague, …)  

 which you only partially understand. 
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def dijkstra(G, source): 

    """ Weighted Graph G represented as a matrix """ 

    n = len(G) #number of rows in matrix = number of nodes 

 

    #Initialization 

    dist = [inf]*n 

    dist[source] = 0 

    Q = [source] 

    prev =    

 

    #Main loop of the algorithm  

    while len(Q) != 0:  #while more nodes to handle 

        u = find_min_dist(Q, dist) #node with minimal distance 

        Q.remove(u)         #finished with u 

 

        for v in range(n): #go over all possible neighbors v of u 

            if dist[v] > dist[u] + G[u][v]: 

                dist[v] = dist[u] + G[u][v] 

                if v not in Q: 

                       Q += [v] 

                prev[v] =    

 

    #Termination, no more nodes to handle 

    return dist, prev 

inf = float('Inf') #for "no edge" 

 

def find_min_dist(Q, dist): 

    ''' Return the node v in Q with  

        minimal dist[v]. 

        Assumes Q is not empty ''' 

 

    m = Q[0] 

    for v in Q: 

        if dist[v] < dist[m]: 

            m = v 

    return m 
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1. Explain why a shortest path must be a simple path (node cannot repeat). 

 

2. Suppose a graph has a negative cycle (a cycle with negative weight).  

      Explain why the shortest paths problem is not properly defined in this case. 

 

3.   Suppose a graph has negative edges, but no negative cycles.  

Find an example for a graph, in which Dijkstra's algorithm won't work 

properly. Demonstrate the execution of the algorithms, and explain why the 

output it provides is wrong. 

 

4.   Run the code for Dijkstra’s algorithm on the example graph (slide 25) . 

 

Exercises 
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Greedy algorithms - 

Dijkstra's shortest paths algorithm is an example for a 

 GREEDY algorithm. 

 

 

That is an algorithm which performs, at each step, the best local choice. 

 

Greediness is a common algorithmic strategy. It is relatively easier to design a 

greedy algorithm, since you do not need to think about the "big picture" at any point. 

 

In general, this strategy does not guarantee a correct solution. However in Dijkstra's 

algorithm, as well as many other cases, it does ! 

 

Data structures - 

• Queue – a data structure that supports an order of insertion/removal called FIFO – 

First In First Out. 

• Priority queue – removal is not by seniority, but by priority. 

• we implemented a priority queue using python's lists, always removing the 

element with minimal dist. 

• A priority queue is a generalization of a queue. 

Reflection 


